Busted: Three Identity management myths
Mark
Mark is an old-school AD administrator that uses
native Active Directory tools and PowerShell.
However, he finds that the simplest of tasks seem
to be taking large chunks of his time.
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Sarha
Sarah claims to have struck gold
with an AD management solution.

Myth #1 User onboarding takes a long time.
Oh no, I just received an user
onboarding request for 100
employees. I guess I will have
to create AD accounts using
ADUC or PowerShell scripts.
This is going to take forever!

ADManager Plus has
change the game for
me and my team.. On
boarding is done in a
matter of minutes.

WHat do you
mean?

Manually provisioning users os a thing of the past.
With ADManager Plus, I can antomatically create
user accounts in AD, Exchange, Office 365, and
Skype for Business from a single console.
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Myth #2 Setting up user access and privileges is time-consuming.
I have to set up users‛ access
rights one-by-one based on
their department.

So, I have to create
a template for each
department?
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That sounds like a lot of work. ADManager Plus has
rule-based templates that auto-populate the right
attributes, such groups and home folders, for each
department.

No, for each department,
you can specific rules in
the same template. All you
have to do is apply the
relevant template during
user creation to ensure
that users are assigned
appropriate permissions.
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Myth #3 Deprovisioning can be scary.
I noticed that a lot of our user
accounts are inactive, but I‛m
dreading the process of AD
cleanup. Removing their privileges
and revoking thir licenses one by
one is tiresome.

ADManager Plus‛
deprovisioning policy
takes care of all thar.

Oh?

Yes. The tool will identify inactive users and automatically
delete the AD account, along with their group
memberships, home folders, and Office 365 licenses.
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On top of all that, ADManager Plus sends me real-time
email and SMS alerts every time on action is carried
out. Plus, with the help of audit reports, I can get a
complete audit trail of all the AD actions performed by

That‛s great! I‛ m sold.

technicians.

ManageEngine ADManager Plus is a web-based Windows AD management and reporting solution that helps AD administrators and help desk technicians
accomplish their day-to-day activities. With an intuitive, easy-to-use interface, ADManager Plus handles a variety of complex tasks and generates an
exhaustive list of AD reports, some of which are essential requirements to satisfy compliance audits. It also helps administrators manage and report on
their Exchange Server, Office 365, and G Suite environments, in addition to AD, all from a single console.
For more information about ADManager Plus, visit manageengine.com/ad-manager

Download free trial
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Request a demo

